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T. Laffey showed (Linear and Multilinear Algebra 6 (1978), 269305) that a semi-
group of matrices is triangularizable if the ranks of all the commutators of elements
of the semigroup are at most 1. Our main theorem is an extension of this result to
semigroups of algebraic operators on a Banach space. We also obtain a related theorem
for a pair [A, B] of arbitrary bounded operators satisfying rank (AB&BA)=1 and
several related conditions. In addition, it is shown that a semigroup of algebraically
unipotent operators of bounded degree is triangularizable.  1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The following definition has been studied in both the finite-dimensional
and the infinite-dimensional contexts.
Definition. A collection of bounded linear operators on a complex
Banach space is triangularizable if there is a chain of subspaces which is
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maximal as a subspace chain and which consists of common invariant sub-
space for the operators in the collection.
Establishing triangularizability is often equivalent to showing the exist-
ence of invariant subspaces.
If S is a collection of operators and M and N are invariant subspaces
for S with N/M, then S induces a collection Q of quotients as follows:
for S # S, the operator S # Q is defined on MN by
S ( f+N)=Sf+N.
The invariance of M and N makes S a well-defined (bounded) operator
on MN. Any such Q will be called a collection of quotients of the collec-
tion S. A collection of properties is said to be inherited by quotients if every
collection of quotients of a set satisfying the properties also satisfies the
same properties.
The following lemma is implicit in many of the known results on trian-
gularizability; it is explicitly stated and proved in [6].
The Triangularization Lemma. Let P be a collection of properties
inherited by quotients. If every set of operators on a space of dimension
greater than one which satisfies P has a non-trivial invariant subspace, then
every such set is triangularizable.
2. SEMIGROUPS WITH COMMUTATORS OF RANK AT MOST 1
The main result of this section is the following:
Theorem 1. If S is a semigroup of algebraic operators on a Banach
space X, and if the rank of (AB&BA) is at most 1 for all [A, B]/S, then
S is triangularizable.
It is convenient to divide the proof of Theorem 1 into a sequence of
lemmas, some of which are stated more generally than is required for the
theorem.
When S is a semigroup, the notation RS denotes the set of real multi-
ples of elements of S and CS the set of complex multiples of elements
of S. Clearly, RS and CS are also semigroups.
Our first lemma essentially divides the proof of Theorem 1 into three
cases.
Lemma 1. Suppose that S is a semigroup of algebraic operators on a
Banach space and that S contains either an operator S whose spectrum is
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not contained in a circle centered at the origin or an operator S whose mini-
mal polynomial is not a product of distinct linear factors. Then the uniform
closure of RS contains either a non-trivial nilpotent operator or a non-trivial
idempotent operator.
Proof. If S is nilpotent we are done. If not, _(S) is some finite set (since
S is algebraic); say _(S)=[*1 , *2 , ..., *m]. Then Riesz projections can be
used to write S as a direct sum of operators with singleton spectrum. An
algebraic operator with singleton spectrum is a translate of a nilpotent
operator, so S has the form
S=\
*1+N1
0
b
0
0
*2+N2
} } }
} } }
. . .
0
0
0
*n+Nn+
with each Nj nilpotent. By multiplying by the reciprocal of the spectral
radius of S, we can assume that the spectral radius of S is 1. Then collect-
ing the summands with |*j |=1 shows that S can be written in the form
S=\U+N0
0
A+ ,
where U has spectrum contained in the unit circle and is a linear combina-
tion of disjoint idempotents, N is a nilpotent operator commuting with U,
and A is an operator of spectral radius less than 1.
Note that N could be 0 and the summand A could be absent, but both
of these cannot occur simultaneously by our assumption on the operator S.
Suppose first that N{0. Let k be a positive integer such that Nk{0 and
Nk+1=0. Choose a sequence [ni] such that Uni&k converges uniformly to
I. Since N and U commute,
Sn=\ :
n
j=0 \
n
j+ Un&j N j 0 + .0 An
Now [An]  0, [U ni&k]  I, and Nk+1=0, so
lim
i  
1
\nik+
S ni=\N
k
0
0
0+ .
Thus the nilpotent operator ( N
k
0
0
0) is in the uniform closure of RS.
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If N=0,
Sn=\U
n
0
0
An+ .
Choose a sequence [ni] such that [Uni ] converges uniformly to I; then
[Sni ] converges to the idempotent ( I0
0
0). K
The next lemma covers the first case.
Lemma 2. Let S be a semigroup consisting of invertible algebraic operators
with minimal polynomials which are products of distinct linear factors. If
rank(ST&TS)1 for all S, T # S, then S has a non-trivial invariant subspace.
Proof. Fix any T in S which is not a scalar multiple of the identity (if
there is no such operator in S, the conclusion is evident). Choose a
* # _(T ) and write
T=\*0
0
V+ ,
where *  _(V ). For any S=( S11S21
S12
S22
) in S,
ST&TS=\ 0(*&V)S21
S12(V&*)
(S22V&VS22)+ .
Since (*&V ) is invertible and the rank of (ST&TS) is at most 1, either
S21 or S12=0.
If S21=0 for all S # S, then S has a non-trivial invariant subspace, and
the same is true if S12=0 for all S # S. But we show that one of these
holds. For if not, there are operators A and B # S with
A=\A110
A12
A22+ , B=\
B11
B21
0
B22+
and A12{0, B21{0. Then AB has the form
\ VA22B21
A12B22
V + ,
so either A22B21=0 or A12 B22=0. But A22 and B22 are invertible, so this
contradicts the fact that neither A12 nor B21 is 0. K
The other cases of Theorem 1 involve operators in the closure of RS.
We need the following.
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Lemma 3. The strong limit of a sequence of operators of rank 1 has rank
at most 1.
Proof. Suppose that [An] converges strongly to A and each An has
rank 1. If the rank of A were greater than 1 there would exist f and g such
that [Af, Ag] was linearly independent. But for n large enough, An g{0
and An f =*n An g for scalars [*n]. Since
|*n |=
&An f &
&An g&

&Af &
&Ag&
,
sequence [*n] is bounded. Therefore a subsequence [*ni ] has a limit *, and
Af =*Ag, which is a contradiction. K
We really only require the next lemma in the case where AB&BA has
rank 1.
Lemma 4. If [A, B] is triangularizable and AB&BA is compact, then
AB&BA is quasinilpotent.
Proof. Ringrose’s Theorem on diagonal coefficients of compact
operators (see [7, 8]) implies that AB&BA is quasinilpotent unless there
exist subspaces M and N in the triangularizing chain with M/N, the
dimension of NM=1, and the operator A B &B A on NM induced by
AB&BA different from 0. But this cannot happen because A B &B A is
always 0, since A and B operate on the space of dimension 1. K
To apply the above lemma, we need to know that pairs of operators in
our semigroup are triangularizable.
Lemma 5. If A and B are algebraic operators satisfying rank(AB&BA)1,
then [A, B] is triangularizable.
Proof. By the Triangularization Lemma, it suffices to show that [A, B]
has a non-trivial invariant subspace. If rank(AB&BA)=0, this follows
from the hyperinvariance of eigenspaces. If rank(AB&BA)=1, this is an
extension of Laffey’s Theorem [5] to the infinite-dimensional situation,
which can be established as follows (as in [1]). Choose * # _(A). Since A
is not a multiple of the identity, the kernel of A&* and the closure of the
range of A&* are both non-trivial invariant subspaces of A (when A is
algebraic, * # _(A) implies that A&* has a non-trivial nullspace and a non-
dense range).
There is a fixed vector y # X and a fixed linear functional , such that
(AB&BA)x=,(x) y for all x. If the kernel of A&* is not invariant under B,
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choose x0 such that (A&*) x0=0 but (A&*) Bx0{0. Then ((A&*) B&
B(A&*)) x0=,(x0) y yields
(A&*) Bx0=,(x0) y.
Thus y is in the range of A&*, so, for any x,
B(A&*)x=(A&*) Bx&,(x) y
is in the range of (A&*). K
The next lemma will be useful in handling the case where the closure of
RS contains an idempotent.
Lemma 6. If A has rank 1 and AB is nilpotent for all B in a semigroup S,
then S has a non-trivial invariant subspace.
Proof. Since A has rank 1, there exist a non-zero vector y # X and a
non-zero functional , on X such that Ax=,(x) y for all vectors x. Fix any
B # S. Since AB is nilpotent and has rank at most 1, (AB)2=0.
Now
ABy=,(By) y,
so
(AB)(ABy)=,(By) ABy
=(,(By))2 y.
Thus ,(By)=0. Therefore the closed linear span of [By: B # S] is a
proper invariant subspace of S. It is non-trivial unless By=0 for all B # S,
in which case the one-dimensional subspace spanned by y is invariant. K
Lemma 7. Let S be a semigroup such that every pair [A, B] in S is
triangularizable and satisfies rank (AB&BA)1. If there is a non-trivial
idempotent in the norm closure of CS, then S has a non-trivial invariant
subspace.
Proof. Let P be a non-trivial idempotent in the closure of CS, and
decompose X so that P has the form P=( I0
0
0). Since pairs of elements of
CS all have commutators of ranks at most 1, Lemma 3 implies that rank
(AP&PA)1 for every A # S. If A has matrix ( A11A21
A12
A22
) with respect to the
above decomposition, then
AP&PA=\A11A21
0
0+&\
A11
0
A12
0 +=\
0
A21
&A12
0 + .
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Thus A12 and A21 both have rank at most 1, and at most one of them is
different from 0. Note that if A21=0 for all A # S, then the range of P
is invariant under S (and if A12=0 for all A # S, then the nullspace of P
is invariant under S). Therefore we can assume that A21{0 for some
fixed A # S.
Now consider any B # S. Let [Pn]/CS converge to P. Since [APn , PnB]
is triangularizable and the commutator (APn)(PnB)&(PnB)(APn) has
finite rank for each n, it is nilpotent by Lemma 4. Since its rank is at most 1,
its square is 0, and therefore the square of (AP)(PB)&(PB)(AP), its uniform
limit, is also 0.
With respect to the above decomposition of X,
(AP)(PB)=\A11B11A21B11
A11B12
A21B12+ .
Reasoning as at the beginning of this proof (the commutator of this
operator with P has rank 1) shows that at least one of A11B12 and A21 B11
is 0.
Thus the matrix
(AP)(PB)&(PB)(AP)=\A11B11&B11A11&B12A21A21B11
A11B12
A21B12+
is either upper or lower triangular. Since it is also nilpotent of order at
most 2, it follows that (A21B12)2=0 for all B # S.
Now let C=( 0A21
0
0). For any B=(
B11
B21
B12
B22
) in S,
CB=\ 0A21B11
0
A21B12+ .
Since (A21 B12)2=0, CB is nilpotent. Thus C is a rank one operator such
that CB is nilpotent for all B # S, so Lemma 6 implies that S has a non-
trivial invariant subspace. K
To complete the proof of Theorem 1, we now need only establish the
case where the closure of CS contains a nilpotent operator.
Lemma 8. If S is a semigroup of operators on a Banach space X with
rank (AB&BA)1 for all A, B # S, and if the strong closure of CS
contains a nilpotent operator other than 0, then S has a non-trivial invariant
subspace.
Proof. If T is a nilpotent operator in the closure of CS and T{0, we
may assume that T is nilpotent of order 2, since otherwise we can replace
T by some power of T. We shall prove that TST=0 for all S # S. If S is
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any operator in S, then Lemma 3 implies that the commutator ST&TS
has rank at most 1. Hence, there exist a vector y # X and a bounded linear
functional , on X such that
(ST&TS)x=,(x) y
for all x. Then
T(ST&TS)x=,(x) Ty
and
(ST&TS) Tx=,(Tx) y
give respectively
TSTx=,(x) Ty
and
&TSTx=,(Tx) y.
The last equation also implies that ,(Tx) Ty=&T 2STx=0, so that either
,(Tx)=0 or Ty=0. However, in both cases we obtain that TSTx=0.
This gives a non-trivial invariant subspace as follows. Let x be any non-
zero vector in the range of T. Then the closed linear span of [Sx: S # S] _
[x] is invariant under every member of S, and it is proper, since it is
contained in the nullspace of T. K
Proof of Theorem 1. We established the existence of invariant sub-
spaces in each of the cases defined by Lemma 1 (in Lemmas 2, 7, and 8).
The Triangularization Lemma finishes the proof. K
We can dispense with the hypothesis that the operators are algebraic in
the case of a pair of operators and their squares.
Theorem 2. Let A and B be operators on a Banach space of dimension
greater than 1. Suppose that the rank of AB&BA is 1 and the ranks of each
of (A2B&BA2), (AB2&B2A), and (A2B2&B2A2) are at most 1. Then A
and B have a non-trivial common invariant subspace.
Proof. There are a non-zero vector y and a non-zero linear functional
, such that
(AB&BA)x=,(x) y
for all x. The nature of the common invariant subspace depends upon the
relation of , to A* and B*.
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Case (i). , is an eigenvector for both A* and B*. In this case, it follows
immediately (without any of the hypotheses on commutators) that the
nullspace of , is a common invariant subspace of A and B.
Case (ii). , is not an eigenvector for either A* or B*. In this case, we
show that y is a common eigenvector of A and B.
For any vector x,
(A2B&BA2)x=A(AB&BA)x+(AB&BA) Ax
=,(x) Ay+,(Ax) y
=,(x) Ay+(A*,)(x) y.
Since A*, is not a multiple of ,, there exist u such that ,(u)=0 but
(A*,)(u){0 and v such that (A*,)(v)=0 but ,(v){0. From the equation
above, then, for any scalars : and ; we have
(A2B&BA2)(:u+;v)=:(A*,)(u) y+;,(v) Ay.
Since the rank of A2B&BA2 is at most 1, this implies that Ay is a multiple
of y. Similarly, By is a multiple of y, so the one-dimensional space spanned
by y is a common invariant subspace.
Case (iii). , is an eigenvector for exactly one of the operators A* and B*.
Assume that , is not an eigenvector for A*. Then, as in Case (ii) above,
we conclude that Ay=*y for some * # C. Let M denote the closed linear
span of [ y, By, B2y, ...]. We will show that M is a common non-trivial
invariant subspace in this case. To show it is proper, we will show that M
either is one-dimensional or is contained in the null space of ,.
We are assuming that B*,=+, for some + # C. We now compute
A2B2&B2A2. For any vector x,
(AB2&B2A)x=(AB&BA) Bx+B(AB&BA)x
=,(Bx) y+B,(x) y
=+,(x) y+,(x) By=,(x)(++B) y.
Thus
(A2B2&B2A2)x=A(AB2&B2A)x+(AB2&B2A) Ax
=,(x) A(++B) y+,(Ax)(++B) y
=,(x) A(++B) y+(A*,)(x)(++B) y.
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Since the rank of A2B2&B2A2 is at most 1, as in Case (ii) above, we
conclude that A(++B) y is a multiple of (++B) y; say
A(++B) y=:(++B) y.
Now Ay=*y, so we get
ABy=:(++B) y&+*y=:By+(:&*) +y.
On the other hand,
(AB&BA) y=,( y) y
yields
ABy=*By+,( y) y,
so
*By+,( y) y=:By+(:&*) +y.
Thus either [ y, By] is a dependent set or *=: and ,( y)=(:&*)+. In the
first case M is a one-dimensional subspace, invariant under A and B.
In the second case we have ,( y)=0, which gives ,(Bny)=((B*)n ,)( y)
=+n,( y)=0 for all n, so M is contained in the nullspace of ,, and hence
non-trivial. Since it is clearly invariant under B, it only remains to be
shown that M is invariant under A. But, for any x with ,(x)=0, (AB&BA)x
=,(x) y=0, so ABx=BAx. In particular, for x=Bny, ABn+1y=BABny.
Thus ABy=*By, AB2y=B(ABy)=*B2y, and, by induction, ABny=*Bny
for all n. Hence M is invariant under A. K
The following example shows that the assumption on the rank of
A2B2&B2A2 is necessary in Theorem 2.
Example 1. Let B be the forward unilateral shift on the Hilbert space
l 2 and let A=B* be the backward shift. Then it is easily seen that the
ranks of (AB&BA), (A2B&BA2) and (AB2&B2A) are all 1. However, as
is well known and easily verified, A and B do not have a common non-
trivial invariant subspace.
The reason that Theorem 2 cannot be strengthened to conclude that
[A, B] is triangularizable is that quotients of [A, B] may commute, and
commuting operators need not have common invariant subspaces (e.g., let
A have no non-trivial invariant subspace and consider A and A2). Adding
any hypothesis that produces common invariant subspaces for all commut-
ing quotients yields a triangularization theorem. The following is one such
result.
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Corollary. If S is a semigroup generated by two compact operators on
a Banach space, and if the rank of (AB&BA) is less than or equal to 1 for
all [A, B]/S, then S is triangularizable.
Proof. By the Triangularization Lemma, it suffices to show that all
quotients of the two generators have common invariant subspaces. For any
given quotient, this follows from Theorem 2 if the commutator has rank 1,
and from Lomonosov’s Theorem if the operators commute. K
3. SEMIGROUPS OF ALGEBRAICALLY UNIPOTENT
OPERATORS
Definition. An operator is algebraically unipotent if it has the form
I+N, where N is nilpotent. That is, an algebraic unipotent is an algebraic
operator with spectrum [1].
One of the earliest triangularization theorems is Kolchin’s [4]: a semigroup
of unipotent operators on a finite-dimensional space is triangularizable.
This is not true in the infinite-dimensional case, as the next example shows.
Example 2. There is a group of algebraically unipotent operators on
Hilbert space which has no non-trivial invariant subspaces.
Proof. In [2], an algebra A of nilpotent operators was constructed
which has no non-trivial invariant subspaces. If
S=[I+N: N # A],
then S is a group of algebraic unipotents. K
However, we are going to show that a semigroup of algebraic unipotents
is triangularizable if the orders of the nilpotent parts of the operators in the
semigroup are bounded.
Theorem 3. Every semigroup of algebraically unipotent operators on a
Banach space X whose nilpotent parts have bounded orders is triangularizable.
Proof. Let S be a semigroup of algebraically unipotent operators on X
such that there is a natural number n with (S&I )n=0 for all S in S. We
shall first show that there is no loss of generality in assuming that S is a
group which is norm closed and contains real powers of its elements. Let
S$ be the semigroup generated by
[S r : S # S, r # R],
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where for each S=I+N # S the power S r is defined by
S r=(I+N )r=I+rN+\r2+ N2+ } } } +\
r
n&1+ N n&1.
If I+N1 , ..., I+Nm are operators in S, then the operator
T(k1 , ..., km)=[(I+N1)k1 } } } (I+Nm)km&I]n
is equal to 0 for any natural numbers k1 , ..., km . Since the [Ni] are nilpotent,
T(k1 , ..., km) is a polynomial in [k1 , ..., km] with coefficients in B(X ). Given
a vector x # X and a linear functional , on X, ,(T(k1 , ..., km)x) is a complex
polynomial in [k1 , ..., km], which is zero for all natural numbers ki . Thus
its coefficients must be zero, and so
,(T(k1 , ..., km)x)=0
for any real numbers k1 , ..., km . It follows that
T(k1 , ..., km)=0
for any real numbers k1 , ..., km . This means that every operator in S$ is
algebraically unipotent with order bounded by n. Since S$ is closed under
inverses, it is a group. If S1 , ..., Sm are arbitrary operators in the norm
closure of S$, then there exist S ij # S$ such that
Si= lim
j  
Sij
for all i=1, 2, ..., m. Therefore,
[(S1)k1 } } } (Sm)km&I]n= lim
j  
[(S1 j)k1 } } } (Smj)km&I]n=0
for all real numbers k1 , ..., km . It follows that the norm closure of S$ is a
group of algebraically unipotent operators with orders bounded by n. Thus
we can assume that S is a norm closed group, containing real powers of
its elements.
Let
L=[log S: S # S],
where
log S=log(I+N )=N&
1
2
N2+ } } } +(&1)n
1
n&1
Nn&1.
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We will prove that L is a real Lie algebra of nilpotents of orders at most n.
Obviously, L is closed under multiplication by real numbers. If A, B are in L,
then eA, eB # S. Let [A, B] denote as usual the commutator AB&BA.
Then the BakerCampbellHausdorff formulas [3, p. 170]
eA+B=lim
t  0
(etA etB)1t
and
e[A, B]=lim
t  0
(etAetBe&tAe&tB)1t2
show that eA+B and e[A, B] are in S. Therefore, A+B and [A, B] are
in L.
Given A # L, let ad(A) be the linear map on L defined by
ad(A): B  [B, A].
As
ad(A)2n&1 (B)= :
2n&1
k=0
(&1)k \2n&1k + AkBA2n&1&k=0
for all A, B # L and since L is a Lie algebra over a field of characteristic
zero, a result of Zelmanov [9] implies that L is a nilpotent Lie algebra.
Therefore there exists a natural number m such that
[[... [A1 , A2], ...], Am]=0
for any A1 , ..., Am in L. This gives us a non-zero element C # L such that
[C, A]=0 for all A # L, so that C commutes with all elements of S. Since
the elements of L are nilpotent, they have non-trivial nullspace. Thus the
nullspace of C is a non-trivial invariant subspace of S. Now the Triangu-
larization Lemma completes the proof of the theorem. K
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